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I.

INTRODUCTION

3D sequential integration is an alternative approach to
conventional scaling. It consists in fabricating stacked layers
of devices, sequentially one after the other, and enables to
obtain the highest density of contact between the stacked
layers (e.g. 108/mm² for a 14nm node technology) [1]. To
develop this integration, the thermal budget of the top
transistor has to be reduced down to 500°C in order to
preserve the underlying devices. The main challenge in
thermal budget reduction concerns the thermal dopant
activation usually made at temperatures around 1050°C. Low
Temperature (LT) activation using Solid Phase Epitaxy
Recrystallization (SPER) at 600°C has been shown to lead to
device performance close from state of the art devices [2], as
seen in Figure 1.
In this previous study, the performance degradation has
been attributed to access resistance degradation, assuming a
constant EOT with scaled gate lengths. Indeed EOT has been
only extracted on large device in order to have a sufficient
signal.
However an EOT variation for the shortest length devices
could be observed and this regrowth might be different for
the high temperature and low temperature process. As a
reminder, a 1 Å difference between HT POR and LT splits is

expected to leads to 10% performance degradation. This
potential EOT regrowth might extend the original conclusion
obtained on the performance degradation of LT process,
presented in our previous work [2].
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Abstract— 3D sequential integration requires top FETs
processing with a low thermal budget (500°C). The analysis of
the origin of the performance difference between Low
Temperature (LT) MOSFET and high temperature standard
process must take into account a potential EOT modification for
short gate lengths. In this work, the difficulty of precise EOT
extraction for scaled devices is observed by CV measurements
and an alternative methodology using IV measurements is
proposed. This methodology has been applied to an extension
first integration, and the extraction accuracy is high enough to
conclude to an EOT regrowth for the low temperature nFETs
only. Thus, the origin of performance degradation between LT
and HT, previously attributed to larger access resistance,
highlights also a detrimental role of gate stack instability. The
origin of this variation is attributed to oxygen ingress, through
the thin extension first liner which should be suppressed by
minor process optimizations.
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Figure 1: Ion Ioff trade-off for low temperature extension first
devices compared to high temperature process of reference [2]
In this in-depth investigation, the eventual EOT regrowth
has been evaluated using both CV and IV measurements. The
first section describes the device fabrication process; the
second and third section presents the CV and IV results and
the last section details the interpretation using models of gate
current tunneling.
II.

DEVICE FABRICATION

The FDSOI devices are fabricated on 6nm Si and SiGe27%
thick channels with 20nm Buried Oxide, followed by HfO2/
TiN/Poly-Si gate stack. Modifications appear afterwards, at
the beginning of the junction formation. More specifically,
Figure 2 shows the difference between the HT POR and the
extension first (X1st) flow. The Low Temperature devices
have been processed using the X1st flow (Figure 2b)). This
process aims at localizing dopants at the gate edge as this low
temperature process allows no dopant diffusion. Indeed,
instead of depositing and etching a 6 nm Offset Spacer as for
the POR HT case, implantations are carried out directly at the
channel entrance through a 3 nm thin nitride liner. After the
implantation, a nitride deposition is performed in order to
reach the final POR spacer thickness. This thin and implanted
(thus damaged) liner can be oxidized and thus could act as an
oxygen reservoir very close to the gate edge.
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III.

EOT EXTRACTION BY C-V MEASUREMENTS

The EOT absolute value, extracted by CV measurements at
90 KHz, is obtained for all the gate length by fitting the curve
between the measured capacitance and the simulated one,
using [3].The differentiation of CV values for two close gate
lengths enable to remove parasitic capacitance and to remove
gate length uncertainties compared to the mask dimension.
Moreover, an interdigitated transistor structure enables to
measure the capacitance for the shortest gate lengths.
Figure 3 shows the C-V and the absolute EOT which is
deduced for both n&p MOS. The differentiation has been
carried out for the following couples of gate lengths:
ΔL1 = 150 nm – 60 nm, and ΔL2 = 26 nm – 24 nm.
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where A and B are constants depending on material
parameters, but independent of the gate length L and the
width W. Because of the exponential dependency, the
measured gate current is expected to lead to a larger signal in
case of EOT regrowth. It is however assumed here that any
variation of the material parameters (like gate dielectric
constant or effective masses) is interpreted as an EOT
variation. The impact will however be the same at the
performance level.
To ensure unbiased extraction, outlier data are at first
removed by using Grubbs-Smirnov’s statistical test [4].Then,
to avoid the impact of short channel effects, the gate current
is measured at low drain voltage (Vd = 25 mV). In addition, to
avoid trap-assisted current leakage, the gate current is taken
at high Vg. Finally, as no gate resistance can distort the
measurements as Igmax<100 µA, the highest value of available
gate voltage is taken, which is about 1.7 V. Figure 4 shows
the average gate current Iglin versus the gate voltage Vg
measurements, for both HT POR and LT splits and for three
gate lengths.
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the simple direct Fowler-Nordheim model, the gate
RSPA is linked to the EOT following equation (1):
current

Figure 2: a) HT POR
and b) LT X1st integration process flow.
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LT No implant split, ΔEOT = 2 Å ± 1 Å. A conclusion about
an EOT variation is therefore impossible using CV
measurement. In addition, for pMOS HT POR, the fit for the
shortest gate length is impossible due to the large dispersion.
The problem of the large dispersion could be explained by
1/ the linear dependency of the oxide capacitance with the
EOT and by 2/ a too large gate leakage.
This variation is thus not satisfying to fully conclude about
an
EOT regrowth due to the LT process flow, and another
a)
method
is proposed in this study.
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Figure 3: C-V graph and the deduced absolute EOT values
While for long channel the dispersion of the data is
suitable for a correct extraction of EOT, the dispersion is too
large for short channels. For example, in Figure 3, for the
nMOS POR HT split, ΔEOT = 1 Å ± 1 Å, and for the nMOS

Figure 4: I-V graph
The comparison of the averaged Iglin as a function of the
gate length allows to identify if any degradation occurred.
This degradation could be explained by 1/ an EOT variation,
2/ a difference between the mask and the effective channel
length or 3/ a difference of the potential between the overlap
and the channel, which will impact the gate current in the
same manner as 2/. These three hypotheses will be studied in
the following paragraphs.

At first, it has to be noted that with a lithography precision
estimated around ±2 nm in the worst case scenario, the
hypothesis 2/ would lead at maximum to a 20% degradation
of Iglin for the shortest gate length.
Then, assuming that there is no EOT regrowth and using
the very simple direct tunneling model, 2/ and 3/would
influence the gate current according to equation (2):
Using a differential method with respect to the gate length,
would lead to equation (3), which becomes independent of
the gate length:

Therefore, if a monotonic gate current variation is caused
by an extra gate length ΔL, applying the differential method
would give an Ignew parameters independent of L.
On the contrary, if the gate current variation is cause by an
EOT variation with L, the differential method would give
Ignew values still varying with L, according to:
In that situation, EOT(L) could be extracted more simply
from the logarithm of I g per unit area, if a value of B is
known.
a) Classical method

the length. The results of the differential methods are then
normalized with respect to the value obtained for the longest
gate length.
The following results are shown in Figure 5a):
 For nMOS, the normalized Iglin of the HT POR is
relatively constant, which clearly indicates a stable EOT
or a very limited ΔL. A significant degradation however
occurs starting from 300 nm for the LT splits, and larger
than a factor 2 for the shorter gate length of 20 nm.
 For pMOS, the variation of the normalized Iglin is far less
significant, and the variability in the value of Iglin is much
larger than in the nMOS case, as indicated by the errors
bars (standard deviation of I glin around its average).
The use of the differential method shown in Figure 5b) is
then used to clarify the origin of the previous results:
 As expected, the differential of Iglin for nMOS devices of
HT POR is relatively constant, which clearly indicates a
stable EOT and very limited ΔL. For the LT splits
however, the differential is not constant, which indicates
a degradation of the EOT, and not an impact of the ΔL.
 The weakly varying values for pMOS confirm a weaker
regrowth of the EOT. Note that the presence of a source
of variability strongly impacts the gate current with this
method.
These results therefore suggest that it is possible to extract
a value of ΔEOT from the logarithm of the gate current per
unit area, if a value of B is known:

V.

b) Differential method

Figure 5: Relative Ig,lin vs gate length, for W = 1 µm, |Vd| =
0.025 V and |Vg| = 1.7 V for both methods
Figure 5a) plots the Iglin per unit area, normalized with
respect to the Iglin per unit area of the longest gate length, as a
function of the gate length, for nMOS and pMOS devices of
the HT POR and the LT processes. Figure 5b) plots the result
of the differential method described by equation (3) and (4)
and is therefore based on gate current values not divided by

COMPARISON BY MODELISATION

The value of B in equation (5) is highly dependent on the
model of gate tunneling current considered. The simple direct
tunneling model is convenient to separate the different
contribution of the variation of I glin, as highlighted in the
previous section, but it suffers from too strong assumptions to
be applied to the complex SiO2/HfO2 gate stack of the devices
considered here. To obtain a better estimation of the B
parameter, a more complete modeling of the gate current has
hence been carried using the scattering matrix formalism,
assuming a 3D electron gas in the semiconductor [5][6]. The
SiO2 thickness has been varied from 2 Å to 4 Å and the HfO2
one from 19 Å to 21 Å. The value of the SiO2 effective mass
has been set to 0.5 m0, while the one of HfO2 has been fixed
at 0.165 m0. The tunneling currents obtained with this
approach are shown in Figure 6.
A value of 1.2 Å has been extracted from these
calculations for the B parameter. It will be used in the next
section to deduce the resulting ΔEOT observed in LT nMOS
devices.

Gate current Ig (A/cm²)

time reduction between the first liner deposition and the
complement one can also be envisaged.
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Figure 6: Comparison between simulated and experimental
gate current for short and long gate lengths.
VI.

ANALYSIS

The ΔEOT value, plotted in Figure 7, is hence deduced
from equation (5). The value of B is obtained using the
scattering matrix formalism.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, gate current measurement appears as an
interesting source of information to see the EOT value
evolution for short gate lengths, enabling a higher precision
than a capacitance measurement. A precise evaluation of the
B parameters (which could be considered as a characteristic
tunneling length) is however needed. It has been estimated in
this work using the scattering matrix formalism.
These electrical characterizations have shown that EOT
regrowth could be observed between LT and HT splits for
nMOS only, while from CV measurements the uncertainties
is too high to fully conclude about an EOT regrowth. Thanks
to this work, the origin of performance degradation between
LT and HT, previously only attributed to larger access
resistance [2], has been extended to include the detrimental
role of gate stack instability.
To avoid EOT regrowth for low temperature process, it is
suggested to use a small reducing treatment, which should
allow to obtain greater performance.
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Figure 7: ∆EOT variation as function of the gate length, for
W=1µm, |Vd|=0.025 V and |Vg|= 1.7 V
In the case of pMOS, no EOT regrowth is found for HT
POR and LT with a high precision of 0.4 Å.
For nMOS, HT POR shows also no EOT regrowth, while
for LT, a clear degradation of 1.2 Å ± 0.2 Å between short
and long channel is observed. This degradation corresponds
to a variation of 10% of the EOT and could thus lead to 10%
Ion degradation, as Ion is inversely proportional to EOT.
As anticipated, this EOT regrowth could be attributed to an
oxygen ingress coming from an oxidation of the thin liner.
This ingress is expected to occur during the spacer
complement deposition, which is made at 630°C during 2
hours. The thin liner oxidation is hence not linked to the
implantation as the EOT regrowth is strictly the same of the
LT splits, with or without implantation. The difference in
EOT regrowth between n and p MOS LT splits can be
explained by the fact that the latter is built on SiGe27%
channel and the oxidation kinetics in SiGe is lower than for Si
[7].
To resolve this problem, a small reducing treatment could
be applied before spacer complement deposition. A queue
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